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Albion Delivers Peak Performance 
at an Excellent Value
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856-235-6688
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The integration of
Albion’s legendary quality
with state-of-the-art
engineering means that
our B-Line tools surpass the
competition in value and durability.

Compare the B-Line features with any other gun:

● Increased durability— Albion’s legendary double gripping plates and steel trigger means increased durability; 

if it’s dropped, it won’t break

● User friendly— Cartridge guns feature a built-in ladder hook pull and cartridge puncture tool.  Convenient swivel carriage. 

Sausage guns accept all Albion ladder hook pulls

● Increased efficiency— Albion’s improved pump efficiency means you get the job done easier, neater and with less hassle

●Longer dispensing tool life— Albion’s adjustment screw technology means increased gun life—

as the tool wears, adjust the screw to remove wasted motion

www.albioneng.com

Sausage Gun Accessories

20oz, 13oz & 10oz Sausage Guns— durable efficient drives

Model B12—
10 oz cartridge, double-gripping plate
technology, adjustable 
wear-compensation device

BB
The
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Cartridge and Sausage Tools

Ladder Hool Pull - 310-3

Threaded Metal Nozzle Adapter - 966-2

Flared Bendable Nozzle Adapter - 970-G02

B12S20
Bent Cone 

Nozzle - 935-4



Cartridge Gun Models B1, B12, B18 & B26, thrust ratios 7:1, 12:1, 18:1 & 26:1  (10oz cartridge)

Model B12Q— (12:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12  
●Quart capacity

Model B26Q— (26:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12Q
plus... ●High thrust drive  ●Excellent in cold weather 
applications  ●Easy to pump

Cartridge Gun Models B12Q & B26Q, thrust ratios 12:1 & 26:1  (quart cartridge)

B12Q - standard 
adhesive gun

B26Q  - best for thick 
material or cold weather use

Model B12S20— (12:1 thrust ratio) features high performance drive  ●Albion’s
Double Gripping Plate technology for double the life of the tool  ●Smooth action/ 
comfortable grip  ●Albion’s adjustable wear compensation device for no-loss trigger
motion  ●3 (cut your own width) cone nozzles  ●3 standard cartridge style nozzles  
●2 spare pistons  ●Light aluminum barrel  ●Easily adapts to cartridge or bulk

Model B12S13— (12:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12S20 in 13oz capacity 

Model B12S10— (12:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12S20 in 10 oz. capacity  
●Great for cartridge use also

Model B18S20— (18:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12S20 with high-thrust drive

Models B26S20/B26S10— (26:1 thrust ratio) for highest-viscosity materials and the 
demands of cold weather use

20oz, 13oz & 10oz Sausage Gun Models, thrust ratios 12:1, 18:1 & 20:1 (20oz, 13oz & 10oz sausages)

Model B1— (7:1 thrust ratio) features  ●Light, flexible, easy-to-operate
●Designed and built for general use  ●Smooth, consistent, drip-free
application  ●Stores flat in a toolbox, out of the way  ●Cartridge
puncture tool

Model B12— (12:1 thrust ratio) features Albion's Double-Gripping Plate
technology for double the life of the tool  ●Albion’s adjustable wear 
compensation device for no-loss trigger motion  ●Smooth action/
comfortable grip  ●Slotted front cap for easy loading  ●Ladder hook pull
●Cartridge puncture tool

Model B18— (18:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12 plus... 
●High performance applicator for thick materials

Model B26— (26:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12 plus... 
●Highest thrust  ●Easily handles highest-viscosity materials and the
demands of cold weather use

(for high-end professional tools see our website)

B1 - no drip
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Albion Engineering is a third-generation
company internationally recognized as a
leader in the field of handheld dispensing
technologies.  Albion supports multiple
industries with innovative, high-quality
dispensing tools and accessories for the
most demanding applications.  More
information on our products and services is
available on our website or by requesting
the latest issue of our Catalog and
Handbook 333.
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B12 - standard gun

B18 - higher thrust
B26 - when max. 
power is required for 
thick material or 
cold weather use

B12S20

B12S13

B12S10


